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Season 3, Episode 14
 PreviousNext 




Wishin' and Hopin'



The race for the Chief's position is on, and the attending physicians, Derek, Burke, Addison and Mark, compete for Richard's affections by trying to help out everywhere possible. The Denny Duquette Memorial Clinic is open for business, but only one single patient shows up. Izzie is disappointed in what she invested Denny's legacy in, and tries to steal patients from the emergency room. Callie and George get back from Las Vegas, announcing their marriage, much to everyone's disbelief. Izzie is not supportive of their marriage and tries to get George to realize the mistake he has made. Meanwhile, Meredith's Alzheimer's-stricken mother, Ellis Grey, experiences a change in her medical condition by becoming lucid for the day. She is disappointed in the mediocrity her daughter has fallen into and begins to despise Derek, blaming him for what happened to the Meredith that used to be "a force of nature". Ellis has to have heart surgery and, despite her wishes, Meredith schedules her upcoming surgery. Richard talks to Ellis and realizes that she is still in love with him, but loses her memory after their talk ends, before Meredith has the chance to tell her how she really feels.
Quest roles:
Kate Burton(Ellis Grey), Sarah Utterback(Olivia Harper), Kate Anthony(Nurse Kate), Maile Flanagan(Tech), Joyce Guy(Mrs. Henry), Matt McTighe(Vincent), Ronobir Lahiri(Mr. Hanson), Jasmine Di Angelo(Kelley Hanson), David J. Lee(Sprained Ankle), Liz Montgomery(Coughing Lady), Tony Adelman(Hurts When He Pees), Amanda Collins(Marina)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
1 February 2007, 21:00
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